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German Skateboard Championships

Tour stop in Hemer for the COS Cup (Club of Skaters):

– 2013 Street and Bowl Championships

– 2012 Tour stop with Bowl contest

– 2011 First Bowl contest in Hemer

– 2010 Contest in the course of the Regional Flower Show

feedback

follow up: skate park hemer

The skate park in Hemer was built in the course of the Regional 

Flower Show 2010. This area of approx 1,700 m² is embedded 

in the »Hemeraner Felsenmeer« into which not only street ob-

stacles but also a bowl were integrated right between flowers, 

plants and rocks. The natural conditions with strong differences 

in altitude in the terrain had been considered in the design and 

are thus providing the park’s special character. Skating in this 

ambience, in a piece of woodland overlooking Hemer, well 

away from all hustle and bustle, is an absolute highlight. One 

surely can say that this skate park is one of the most beautiful 

skate parks in Germany. Owing to its location, however, it is 

hard to reach particularly for young skaters because since seve-

ral years Hemer does not have a train connection anymore. As it 

is quite a distance and a rather steep path from the city center 

up to the park not a lot is going on there during the week.

Bartosz Ciesielski, Professional skater

»For the locals this is fantastic, of course, as they have a more 

or less private park during the week!«, says Bartosz, who is li-

ving nearby, in Iserlohn. Bartosz Ciesielski is 34 years old and 

has been skating since 20 years, 12 of which as a pro. The park 

is »an attraction« for the whole region and offers the most diffe-

rent training options for the individual skaters on the obstacles 

that are arranged like a plaza. His favourite spot in the park is 

the 1.5 m high set of stairs with rail which was designed par-

ticularly for the many contests and skate events like e.g. the 

Freedom Freshmen Cup or the BeatCity BMXJam. »These events 

are very important for the park as they are always also a bit of a 

drive for the scene and thus also for the people who are using 

the park«, says Bartosz. The annual highlight, however, is the 

COS Cup, i.e. the German Skateboard Championships that are 

held each year at different locations, with its grand finale at 

Europa Park in Rust. And also this summer the German Street 

and the German Bowl Championships were visiting Hemer.  

Since 2010 this cup has been taking place here every year. Ano-

ther tour stop also this year has been the Concrete® skate park 

in Emsdetten. The winner of the tour stop in Hemer, by the way, 

was the now four times German Champion Alex Mizurov from 

Rastatt. 

During the planning phase we did not exclusively think about 

the »pros«, however. A small separate area with selected ob-

stacles has been created for the inexperienced skaters. This 

separation is important for a park of this size so that the be-

ginners can practice and develop without being disturbed. The 

requested separation was also the result of a workshop with 

all people involved that took place long before the commence-

ment of the construction works.

Ingo Naschold, Expert consultant 

Ingo Naschold from the office DSGN in Münster, who back then 

elaborated the draft as an expert consultant on behalf of Con-

crete® and who also participated in the workshop, recalls: »The 

results of the demands analysis represented the concept’s basis 

which included a street park with a beginners area and a sepa-

rate bowl.« As there had not been all too many bowl skaters in 

the region, however, the main emphasis was put on the street 

area. For the bowl a decision in favour of a kind of a kidney 

shape, i.e. the classic bean shape, was quickly made. This bowl 

has a depth of 1.50 m or 2.00 m, respectively, and was centrally 

located in the park so that street obstacles could be arranged 

around the bowl. For the street area mainly stairs, ledges, rails 

and curbs had to be used – just like for a typical »Plaza«. Bartosz, 

who had not been involved in the planning phase, feels the 

»skating atmosphere in the park« as something very »special«, 

but he would like to have »more transitions« in the »Plaza« 

area. This makes clear that even for a skate park of this size 

it is impossible to incorporate every single wish into the basic 

design. Nevertheless: »A coordinated and user-oriented design 

is a prerequisite for its acceptance by the scene later on«, ex-

plains Ingo Naschold. »Owing to the early active integration of 

the users they were able to identify themselves with the facility, 

which in turn had a positive effect within the user scene. This 

also met with a transregional approval because of the locals’ 

closeness with the facility which was transported that way. As 

a result also other users are feeling enthusiastic about visiting 

this facility«.

Daniel Braun, City youth advisory and support service 

During the entire project phases it has become evident that the 

early integration of all people involved in the project  was abso-

lutely important for the success of such a construction project. 

This is paying off for the current owner of the facility, »Sauer-

land Hemer GmbH«, and also the city of Hemer is profiting the-

reof. Daniel Braun is the city’s youth advisor and works at the 

Office for Youth and Family Affairs, Senior Citizens and Social 

Affairs (Department of Youth and Family Services). He had been 

granted a leave by his employer in 2009 exclusively for the pro-

ject-related support of Landesgartenschau GmbH. Daniel also 

used to be a skater for many years and is still tightly connected 

to the German skateboarding scene. Also for him, who is now 

back again in the service of the city of Hemer, this unique park 

is a »symbiosis of concrete and nature«. His current duties are 

the organisation and execution of events and projects related 

to children and youth like e.g. the skateboarding school or the 

support of events in the skate park like the COS Cup or »Rock 

den Rollgarten«, an event sponsored by Märkische Bank for 

which the bowl is getting a new colourful graffiti every year. 

Therefore visiting the park is well worthwhile, no matter whether 

as a skater or just as a visitor. Particularly during the weekends 

or during the holiday periods the park is highly frequented by 

skaters from all over Germany. An adult ticket is 3,50 ¤, adole-

scents up to 17 years are paying an entrance fee of 2,00 ¤. And 

the locals should soon have the option to get a reduced season 

ticket. The park is open at weekends and during the holiday 

periods from 10 a.m. to dawn. For further information about the 

park please visit:  www.hemer.de/sauerlandpark



skate park in giessen 

In the course of the Regional Flower Show 2014 in Gießen a 

new skate park is being created on the premises of the pre-

vious children’s traffic training course »Am Schwanenteich« 

in Ringallee. On this around 1,300 m² area a sports venue is 

being developed that consists of concrete »urban street style« 

elements that are offering something for every type of amateur 

and pro users who then may either improve their skills with 

»obstacles« like e.g. hips, banks, curbs, benches, stairs and 

rails or try out ever new tricks. 

Appealing skate park result of dialogue with experts from  

skating scene

Today, planning larger-size skate parks is no simple arrange-

ment of elements anymore. Instead, it is more of an intensive 

teamwork of landscape architects and expert designers. How-

ever, with these two parties alone still not all parties involved 

are »aboard«. For a sustainable use participation of the local 

skateboarding and BMX scene is an essential factor. The most 

effective form of participation has turned out to be a mutual de-

sign workshop. During two moderated workshops in November 

2011 and April 2012 ideas, requests, information, and prefe-

rences of the young people who came from all sports concer-

ned (skate boarders, BMX riders and inline skaters) were inten-

sively discussed, collected and listed in a ranking. On the basis 

of example parks in the USA the design standards that had to 

be adapted by the planners were also pointed out. After lon-

ger discussions the decision was firm that the new skate park 

should meet the varied challenges of the user’s skating and 

driving skills on the one hand, but should also be suitable for 

beginners on the other. Therefore the following elements were 

put up right from the start: rails, ledges, handrails and curbs 

of different heights. Right at the top of the wish list were the 

picnic table, stairs and the »Carlsbad gap« – a very special type 

of stair element. With these specifications given by the local 

scene and with the Skateboardverein Gießen e.V. as the central 

coordinator, the planners, the landscape architect in charge, 

Christof Geskes of Geskes&Hack, and the former skating pro 

Ingo Naschold started to plan a skate park in cooperation with 

Concrete® that is now meeting many of the local skating scene’s 

wishes. In this draft the so called »Taco« may be considered an 

outstanding obstacle. It is (deliberately) the only element with 

a »transition« and helps, among other things, to improve the 

»flow«, i.e. the drive flow in the park. Prior to having produced 

this element and built a mould for it we extensively tested it on 

the basis of wooden 1:1 models and modified it ever and ever 

again until we got the requested driving properties. Concrete® 

Sportanlagen will also be taking part in the further construction 

process. Thus we can contribute to this project’s success with 

our experience of many years. The whole area is scheduled for 

completion until winter 2013. For further information about this 

project please go to www.landesgartenschaugiessen.de

Building phase autumn 2013

Building phase autumn 2013



skate park tirschenreuth  

Within the scope of the flower show themed »Natur in Tir-

schenreuth« a new and unique skate park was created on an 

area of 750 m². This design might well remind many users of 

the great number of skate parks at the American West coast; 

and this is exactly what this design was aimed for. It was the 

locals’ explicit demand to get »a park that will be standing out 

from the other German skate parks« and which, as a result, 

will also be in stark contrast to the popular ramp park located 

in Waldsassen, as these two Concrete® skate parks are just a 

»stone’s throw away« from each other. In tight cooperation with 

the users a design was created that contains spots which are 

kind of a novelty in the German skating landscape, like e.g. the 

Bank-to-Bank-Gap or the Penny. 

The Street area is rounded off with a large-size table-curb-

combi on which also inexperienced users may perform a huge 

number of tricks. Additionally, the Quarter hip and the Wobble 

are providing the right »flow« in the park. These were expli-

citly requested by the local BMX riders, among others. The park 

of course also contains »standard« skate spots like e.g. the 

London gap, a bank hip, curbs and rails. The colours from the 

flower show’s logo were used for the park’s colour concept, by 

the way, so that the park is able to claim to have yet another 

unique feature.

skate park barendrecht  

In Rhoon, a district of Rotterdam, a Concrete® skate park of a 

size of approx. 600 m² was created in autumn 2013 in coope-

ration with the neighbouring city of Barendrecht. It is standing 

out from many of the previously built parks due to its indivi-

duality which is also reflecting the quantum leap that has ta-

ken place in the skating scene the past few years. However, 

this park got its uniqueness not only because of the concrete 

obstacles’ functional and artistic design but also because of 

its scenic integration. The park covers several height levels in 

a long-winded green space that is situated near a newly built 

residential area. The decision to build a skate park there of all 

places had been a joint-decision of the residents and the city 

of Barendrecht. 

For this purpose the individual budgets were pooled to one big 

sum in order to be able to build an even more appealing skate 

park for the users. Then there was a tender solely for this pro-

ject in the scope of which twelve companies from the Nether-

lands and abroad could submit their design and a complete 

offer for its execution within the range of a given budget under 

the motto »Design+Construction«. From the four companies 

that handed in their submissions Concrete®’s design was se-

lected as the one which best met the wishes of both, the users 

and the owner, and which also promised utmost quality and 

longevity due to the use of pre-cast concrete elements for the 

obstacles. During the production of these »pre-cast elements« 

the skate expert consultant’s design was met 1:1 and of course 

also the artistic aspects such as e.g. the colour concept, the 

use of various materials or details such as shadow gaps on 

curbs and ledges were taken into account. That way also this 

Concrete® skate park is setting standards for future projects in 

line with the skate parks in Bielefeld Kesselbrink, the Regional 

Flower Show in Gießen, Tirschenreuth or Belval, which have all 

been built of high-quality »pre-cast« concrete elements (not to 

be confused with the goods from the catalogue or ex stock). 

Our partner 2Move from Holland was in charge of the complete 

facility’s local project execution and also carried out the installa-

tions of improvement as well as the landscaping works. This park 

provides enough spots for advanced skaters to improve their 

skills like e.g. the bank-to-bank gap or the double-set with rail, 

but it also contains areas in which inexperienced users may ca-

refully approach the obstacles so that they can practice elemen-

tary street tricks on the flat rail, the curb or the wheelie table.

Although the park has already been released for skating its offi-

cial opening will only be in the spring of 2014 with a great show 

and loads of guests. Events and contests are also already in the 

planning stages and will be announced at  

www.concrete-skateparks.com/de/events

 

Photos from the opening on 8 June 2013

Photos from the opening on 8 June 2013



* See report »Retrospective of Hemer«

parks can be built with »precast elements«, i.e. prefabricated 

elements that are installed on site. The result is that therefore 

also this year the parks in Emsdetten and Hemer* are yet again 

tour stops for the C.O.S. Cup, and the »Rollgarten« in Hemer is 

yet again hosting the street as well as the bowl contests.

A precast element is not the same as an element out of the 

catalogue. 

If you have a look at the »precast elements« for the new parks 

in Tirschenreuth, Gießen or Bielefeld you will not find any so-

called »Catalogue ramp« at all. This is because with our special 

know-how and mould constructions we can shape concrete into 

just about any shape you want. When finished we just deliver 

them to the site. That means we are able to provide a one-to-

one implementation of the designs and the creative parameters 

we developed in cooperation with the specialist consultants, 

the architects and the locals. Therefore we understand our ca-

talogue as an instrument and not as a »statute book«.

Standard elements as an »approach« for new parks

Apart from the large-size and individually planned skate parks 

there are, of course, many smaller parks containing standard 

catalogue elements such as the Quarter pipe, the Bank or the 

Funbox. Those parks will continue to exist as most of the muni-

cipalities only have a pretty small budget to provide the youn-

ger locals, who are not able to travel to the nearest large park 

every weekend, with an inline skating facility. And let’s face it: 

If those smaller parks did not exist, acceptance in cities like 

Frankfurt, Munich and Stuttgart or like here in Bielefeld would 

never be so high as to make such investments in this sport. 

This park was planned by ARGE (i.e. a joint-venture) Passepartout.

bielefeld kesselbrink

Concrete on site or precast elements of concrete: It is not (only) 

a matter of the method of building but also of the material used.

What are »Precast elements of concrete«?

Many people are still of the opinion that a precast element is 

something that is »on stock« only waiting to be installed on a 

construction site. In previous times this surely was the case 

but those times have considerably changed (at least at Con-

crete®). Inline skating has been tremendously developed in 

the past couple of years, now almost completely escaping its 

»playground pigeonhole« image into which it was pushed in 

the 90’s. 

It is therefore only logical that also we at Concrete® modified 

our ideas. Of course we did not reinvent the wheel because a 

Quarter still remains a Quarter and a Bank a Bank. The past few 

years, however, we have shown that also individual and good 



  design objects nose and ear

A skater is always looking for urban spots he can use to skate 

on. Contrary to a »normal« stroller he is looking at his surroun-

dings in a different light. Therefore he will still be skating on 

public spaces even if there is a great skate park nearby. Skate-

boarding was born in the streets and that is why a skateboarder 

will always be going back just there. 

So why not create (skating) options on public places and thus 

also make them a meeting point for youth culture? One possi-

bility to create such »spots« would be sculptures made of con-

crete. They can be skated, yet also invite non-skaters to linger. 

We at Concrete® tackled this task and developed two sculp-

tures that are liked by both, skaters and beholders. The Ear, for  

example, can be used as a seat whereas the skater surely will 

know how to make use of the curves that are similar to a skate 

bowl. The same applies for the Nose which can also be used as 

a kicker or a wallride.

  bremer schlüssel 

Skate sculptures can also be integrated into any skate park, 

provided the design concept will let it happen, as you can see 

here on the example of »Bremer Schlüssel«. The office DSGN 

Concepts from Münster designed the Bremen key from the 

Bremen coat of arms as a skatable sculpture for the »Übersee 

Park« in Bremen, which Concrete® is going to build now from 

pre-cast concrete elements. The key’s handle serves as a tree 

enclosure and can be skated from the outside whereas the key 

connects the two height levels, and the key bit can be skated as 

a wheelie table or a ledge. 

It goes without saying that also the ear and the nose are pre-

fabricated in the factory as pre-cast concrete elements which 

are then installed on site. Compared to an in-situ production 

this construction method guarantees a much higher quality 

and longevity. Furthermore all sculptures can be coated with a 

coloured PU coating which protects the concrete from weather 

exposure on the one hand and provides a high-class visual ap-

pearance on the other. 



Subscribe to our RSS-Feed and receive news and 

information about the latest developments in the 

skate park industry.

www.concrete-skateparks.com

You can order information material about our pro-

ducts online under the following address:

get-info.concrete-sportanlagen.de
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 skating at belval 

With the Belval Luxemburg project a completely new district was 

created in Esch-sur-Alzette in the spring of 2012 with offices, 

apartments, cinemas and malls. In the spacious park also a so-

called »Plaza« was created for skaters. This installation has an 

area of more than 600 m² and is captivating mainly by its urban 

design. Different materials and shapes were used which you can 

find all over the park. The stairs, for example, consist of block 

steps like they are distributed also in the rest of the grounds. 

Granite plates on curbs and ledges further accentuate the urban 

character. The plaza’s highlight, however, is the round Wheelie 

pad made of Corten steel, which is completed by various obsta-

cles, a Pole and half a Penny. That way this skate park does leave 

nothing to be desired even by the most demanding community 

of skaters. 

This skate park is the result of a development in the field of 

skating that has taken place the past few years in Europe in 

general, and in Germany in particular. The demand for an urban 

design shows the roots of this leisure time activity: streets and 

public areas. For the users, however, skate parks are not only 

a sports facility anymore, but also a suitable meeting point to 

share experiences. Furthermore its urban design should also 

invite non-skaters to linger.

Planning: www.skatepark.lu


